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ten-year project had to be substantially complete in a year and
a half.” The truncated timeline meant that a municipal Recreation and Culture Division whose modest public art program had
handled just three commissions since the program’s debut in the
1980s would have to scramble. After all, the master plan called
for eight major works, integration between artworks and architectural elements, and serious outreach to the local arts community,
including nearby Native reserves. The majority of the projects
were conceived of and installed in just two years, says Leah Bayly,
Supervisor for Cultural Services and Events in the Recreation and
Culture Division.
The hustle factor was a major issue, but an even bigger problem for Bayly and her colleagues was finding local artists, both on
and off the reserves, to take part in the project. “With a project this
broad in scope in a community of this modest size, it’s very important to show local involvement in the art-making,” she says. “But
because there hadn’t been many opportunities here in the past, we
didn’t have very many local artists who had public art experience,
and thus the ability or the comfort level to take part in the competitions.” National artists were being commissioned for the major
sculptural pieces, but where did that leave the locals?
The public art program did its best to till the artistic ground;
in 2010, for example, it partnered with local Lakehead University’s art department to offer a course in public art basics that ended
in the transformation of a semi-derelict bank property downtown
into a small art park. But the ultimate solution was to find ways
that the work of local writers and of local gallery artists working in
two dimensions could be incorporated into sculptures and architecture—and even into design concepts. Local poetry and prose
found its way onto works, including “Round Dance,” a poem by
local Métis poet Marilyn Dumont, which inspired a circular, raised
viewing deck on one of the marina piers.
For other smallish cities developing new public art programs,
Bayly has a very down-to-earth and less-than-obvious piece of
advice, related to her troubles attracting artists: make sure your
municipal purchasing department and legal department under-

The work of local 2D and literary artists were incorporated into the waterfront. ABOVE: Mark Nisenholt’s
computer-generated images became glass panels—Ulysses, Swimmers, and Paleogirls (pictured)—that were
built into lantern structures. TOP: A viewing circle features “Round House” by local Métis poet Marilyn Dumont.

PREVIOUS PAGE AND TOP: Photos by David Whittaker. BOTTOM: Photo courtesy Brook McIlroy.
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TOP LEFT: Photo courtesy Brook McIlroy. TOP RIGHT: Photo courtesy spmb. BOTTOM: Photo by David Whittaker.
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ABOVE: Picnic docks provide places for rest, reflection and lunch along the water’s edge of Lake Superior. TOP LEFT: Text by Catherine Moodie Vickers was excerpted from Life in a Thundering Bay: Voices from Thunder Bay’s Past,
edited by Tania L. Saj and Elle Andra-Warner, and engraved on a granite bench. It is one of many modern and historial literary selections by local and regional authors that has been integrated throughout Thunder Bay’s Marina Park. TOP
RIGHT: Jiigew, Anishinabe for “by the water,” was designed by artists spmb (Eduardo Aquino & Karen Shanski) with Brook McIlroy Architects & Planners. It features scrolling LEDs that relay Anishinabe stories via morse code on two
22-meter tall beacons. Speakers project the stories, which alternate between the Anishinabe and English languages.
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ABOVE: Embedded History by Studio Kimiis is part of a water-feature wall at the Baggage Building Arts
Center. RIGHT: Andy Davies’ mirrored work Traveller’s Return reflects the site’s history as a crossroads.

LEFT: Photo by David Whittaker. RIGHT: Photo courtesy Brook McILroy.
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stand what you’re up to. When the Prince Arthur project’s first
RFPs went out, artists attempting to respond online were handled
like everyday city service providers: they had to pay a fee to
access the project and were met with page after page of legalese
and an intricate registration process. “Contractors are used to
that,” says Bayly, “but artists are not. We got zero response from
artists until we created materials that were concise and clear.”
Prince Arthur’s Landing is now complete except for some final
hotel and condo construction, and has met with widespread critical praise and public enthusiasm. The artworks—especially the
more whimsical pieces like Naturally Inflated (balloon animals in
stone, by Paul Slipper and Nadine Stefan)—are on their way to
becoming local icons. “It’s made people more aware of the need
for public art throughout the community,” says Ball, and Bayly
adds that Thunder Bay government is also much more public
art–conscious now. A new set of municipal guidelines for urban
design and landscape calls for more public art in Thunder Bay,
and “the acceptance of, and interest in, public art from other city
departments is continuing to grow after the success of the waterfront installations,” Bayly says. “Images of the installations are
showing up more and more often in communications materials,
including the city’s website.” There’s even a movement under
way to relocate the city’s cramped civic art gallery to the waterfront—a waterfront that, in Calvin Brook’s words, “is now an art
destination.”

